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Abstract 

Life has always been a mixture of both happiness and sorrow. Tragedies and traumatic situations of life make a human more 
disappointed and disturbed leading to a depressed situation. A person strives to overcome such difficult situations with a lot of effort 
and support from the support group. The crisis becomes more crucial when the issue is due to a chronic disease and when the days of 
one’s life are counted. This research paper introduces the most boldly tackled pathos of life by a sixteen year old girl named Tessa, the 
protagonist of the fiction, Before I Die. 
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Introduction 

The Research Paper on the Concept of Hope and Rejuvenation of life of a sixteen year old girl Tessa, in the fiction, Before I 
Die, written by Jenny Downham, explores the intricacies of a life attacked by Cancer and the struggle which Tessa encounters to make 
her life fully bright filled with happiness.  

The unique response of Tessa’s attitude towards life and disease has created an alternative reading of the stereotyped style of 
reactions of pain, agony, sorrow and emotions. The success of survival of the protagonist remains in the way she looks at life and how 
she plans the hand full of days. The fiction makes an attempt to celebrate each moment of life through the character though in a very 
critical situation.  

To live fully and to live well is what Tessa tries to convey through her life. At the age of sixteen, when diagnosed with cancer 
she challenges herself with a list of ten things that she wants to do and are attempted to be fulfilled with her earnestness. 

The novel begins with the wish of Tessa” I wish I had a boyfriend. I wished he lived in the wardrobe on a coat hanger.” The 
power of imagination and the desire to have a normal happy and pleasant life is observed through the beginning words of Tessa. Filled 
with a lot of love for living and never subjecting to death is what turns to be the real crux of the novel. 

The sense of reality surrounds her and put her between life and death as she quotes  “And where I’m going, you can’t take 
anything with you.” (Before I Die : pg 6) The realisation of her infected condition and her thought about ending life creates pain as she 
says that she was going to miss breathing.  

Celebrating each moment of life without regrets becomes the motive of life with her list of ten planned experiences with sex 
being the first to be fulfilled. In spite of all sorrows hidden the protagonist tries to make life –affirming and extraordinarily joyous 
celebrating the essence of living.  

The desires of Tessa are seemed to be fulfilled one after the other, but her search for bliss only reaches its zenith when she 
meets Adam and realises her love for him as she proclaims “I’m not sick anymore. I’m so excited it’s difficult to speak.” The life of 
Tessa turns more realistic and a feeling of a need to life arises as she gets closer to Adam. A sign of hope for life and the sumptuous 
nature of the mind for a better long living is shared by Tessa in the fiction.  

Disease plays the role of a bonding element of relationships and families. The separated parents realise that life is more 
precious and greater support is provided to Tessa to overcome such harsh realities of life. The importance of the presence of a family 
is considered through a rethinking by the parents of Tessa and a friendly familial atmosphere is created.   

The fiction calls into a scenario of one’s decision to mould life according to the desire of the person. It is each one of us who 
are responsible of one’s happiness and peace. “So on the wall behind me I write,...” This shows how Tessa had a load of actions to be 
fulfilled within the alarmed hours of her life. Surplus in the fulfilment of needs, without much of financial threats, supported by her 
father, family and relatives, Tessa overcomes the agony and pain of the chronic disease and finds solace in making her life colourful 
and bright through her strong intentions of sumptuous living.  
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It is observed that what Tessa desired much in her life happened with the support of her family. The care and protection of a 
beloved was well fulfilled till her breathed last. The strength and powerful attitude of Tessa becomes a prodigy to the readers and 
becomes an inspiration for a joyous living.  

The presence of mirth and merriment and a mind that is never defeated in all the struggle makes the character Tessa a unique 
experience to the readers. Tessa contributes cent percent in all that she is concerned about and is involved in, be it an activity or a 
relationship. The effort she takes to make her life as well as the life of others is meant to be remarkable.  

The relationship that Tessa shares with Zoey appears to be the mirrored life which Tessa expects to have. A very vibrant and 
excited moments that Tessa shares with Zoey makes her life brighter and profound. 

Death becomes again a realisation in Tessa’s life like another bright moment full of hope and aspiration. The last line of the 
novel, “All gathering towards this one”    (Before I die pg:328) creates a soul of philosophical understanding that all struggles, sorrow, 
pain, joy and laughter, desire and courage, fear and angst, merriment and aspiration all are combined to become a journey towards 
death, for the awaited moments.  
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